**Title of Session:** Universal Social Knowledge and National Sociologies - Session II: Empirical and Methodological Aspects of Universal-National Relations in Sociological Cognition

**Name of Session Convener(s):** Vladimir KULTYGIN  
**University/Organization incl. City:** Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow  
**Chair:** Vladimir KULTYGIN  
**University/Organization incl. City:** Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

**I) Title of Selected Paper:** Streams in Contemporary Sociologies: Diversities and Similarities  
**Name/s of Author/s:** Vladimir KULTYGIN  
**University/Organization incl. City:** Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow

**II) Title of Selected Paper:** Transformation Challenges for Sociology in South Africa  
**Name/s of Author/s:** Johan ZAAIMAN  
**University/Organization incl. City:** North-West University, South Africa

**III) Title of Selected Paper:** Tolerance and Intolerance in Post-Soviet Media: The Case of Kazakhst Press  
**Name/s of Author/s:** Aigul ZABIROVA  
**University/Organization incl. City:** Eurasian National University, Astana

**IV) Title of Selected Paper:** On Methodology of Social Forecasts Verification  
**Name/s of Author/s:** Vladimir LISICHKIN  
**University/Organization incl. City:** Moscow State Economical-Statistical University

**Additional comments:** Papers of the participants mentioned would be published in the annual edition of the Russian Society of Sociologists “Sociology: History, Theory and Practices. Vol. 9”.